The origins of Douglas Tallamy’s book, Bringing Nature Home are rooted in his purchase of ten acres of land in southeastern Pennsylvania that had been invaded by alien plants such as multiflora roses, bittersweet, and Japanese honeysuckle. As Tallamy and his wife began to remove the exotic species and replace them with natives, he noticed a striking pattern. While native plants exhibited normal signs of insect presence, exotics were left largely untouched. Knowing that so many animals depend partially or wholly on insect protein for food, he came to some alarming conclusions about the effects of the alien invasion of plants in North America. Subsequent research, combined with a strong desire to help the public understand the consequences of their gardening choices lead him to write Bringing Nature Home.

This is a book that will delight and educate native plant supporters whether they are new converts, or have been believers for many years. It incorporates fascinating explanations of plant/insect interactions, tightly reasoned arguments for preserving biodiversity, and practical advice for gardeners, including indices by region listing which plants attract specific insects, all presented in clear, easily accessible prose.

Those who are involved in advocacy for natives will find plenty here to upgrade their toolkits. Bringing Nature Home goes far beyond the standard three bullet points (less water, less fertilizer, no pesticides) and deep into the heart of the wonderfully intricate web of life that sustains mankind on this planet. The author explains in detail how and why native plants play such an important role in sustaining viable ecosystems and why the suburban garden has become a critical component of efforts to maintain them.

A comprehensive discussion of trees comprises a chapter entitled “What should I plant?” The answer is “All native plants are not equal.” Trees that support the greatest number of insect herbivores will consequently support greater wildlife diversity in the restored suburban garden.

The oak tree turns out to be a superstar in this category, and the genus has numerous species native to Florida. Although oaks provide nut forage for vertebrate wildlife and nesting cavities for dozens of bird species, what makes the oak a quintessential wildlife plant, is that no other genus supports more species of Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies), which means more types of bird food. Oaks are the “lifeblood for many large, showy and positively bizarre lepidopterans.” Examine the underside of an oak leaf, urges Douglas Tallamy, and you will see caterpillars unlike any you have seen before.

The increasing loss of bird species has long been a sad fact in North America, and here the critical importance of insects becomes plain. While adult birds may eat the berries of exotics such as bittersweet (or Brazilian pepper in Florida), most bird species depend on insect protein and fat for the nutrients required to make eggs and feed fledglings. It won’t matter how many berries you provide in your garden for adults birds if they are unable to reproduce – and if we don’t provide the native plants the insects live on, there won’t be any insects for birds to consume.

The habits and preferences of insects are described and beautifully photographed in the chapter called “What Bird Food Looks Like.”

“Our nearly universal animosity toward insects is understandable, but seriously misplaced,” says Tallamy. Of the 9 million or so species of insects, only 1 percent affect humans negatively. The other 99 percent pollinate plants, return the nutrients tied up in dead plants and animals to the soil, keep populations of insect herbivores in check, aerate and enrich the soil, and, provide food either directly or indirectly for other animals.

One of the many interesting experiments described is one in which Tallamy viewed thousands of photographs taken from a camera placed next to a wren’s nest box. His job was to identify the arthropods (the species-rich, jointed-feet class of insects) in the wren’s beak. He learned that spiders make up half of the prey items that wrens feed their young. The conclusion – now is the time to stop paying pesticide companies to eliminate insects from our restored suburban gardens.

This chapter provides information on the specific preferences insects have for the plants they choose as larval hosts,
and nectar and food sources. Here also is an educational feast of marvelous insect adaptations: the clever bolas spider who hides on leaf spots and hunts by swinging from its front leg a single strand of silk tipped with a glob of glue; the butternut woollyworm who looks like a segment of white feather boa; the milkweed beetle, who knows how to disable the defense system of a plant by snipping precisely midrib, thus blocking the flow of mouth-gumming latex sap; and caterpillars who know how to fold and tie leaves.

“When I talk about biodiversity in suburbia, I am talking about a natural resource that is critical to our long-term persistence in North America” says Tallamy. The author’s point in writing Bringing Nature Home is actually the fact that this is good news – here at last is a cause we can each do something about. Developers are paving over fields and forests, while land available for conservation is fast running out. But suburban gardens now occupy a large enough percentage of land to make a significant contribution in changing the downward slide.

In conclusion, the book presents a wealth of resources not only to educate ourselves, but also to help us carry our message about native plants to the larger community. Not the least of its attractions is the books’ numerous “sound bytes” that make great impact. Here is one that this writer has used to end several presentations lately: “Gardening with natives is no longer just a peripheral option favored by vegetarians and erstwhile hippies. It is an important part of a paradigm shift in our shaky relationship with the planet that sustains us – one that mainstream gardeners can no longer afford to ignore.”

A Conversation with Douglas Tallamy

Douglas W. Tallamy received a Ph.D. in Entomology from the University of Maryland in 1980. Since the publication of his book Bringing Nature Home, he has been in constant demand as a speaker, appearing at locations such as Longwood Gardens and the Morris Arboretum. On February 26, 2009, Sue Dingwell, President of the Palm Beach Chapter of FNPS, interviewed Dr. Tallamy for Palmetto.
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Official definition of native plant:
For most purposes, the phrase Florida native plant refers to those species occurring within the state boundaries prior to European contact, according to the best available scientific and historical documentation. More specifically, it includes those species understood as indigenous, occurring in natural associations in habitats that existed prior to significant human impacts and alterations of the landscape.
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